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Abstract

Courts are grappling with the question whether forced decryption of computer files violates the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. This Article supplies the background necessary for courts to address this question. It explains how full disk encryption works and discusses the nature of encryption technology from a semantic and information-theory perspective. It also compares how similar questions have been addressed in other areas of the law that have dealt with computer code as speech: the First Amendment and copyright law. This Article argues that disclosure of a password or encryption key is not a testimonial act and therefore is not privileged under the Fifth Amendment.
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CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION

User-controlled encryption is cheap, easy, and ubiquitous. This is good, because encryption provides invaluable benefits for commerce and personal freedom. Without encryption, the Internet and other modern communications networks would lose much of their valuable functionality. But encryption is also a significant problem, because it enables criminals to hide evidence.1 Contrary to television shows such as “CSI” or “24,” forensic investigators cannot crack most off-the-shelf encryption.2 Many criminals hide skeletons in their hard drives, protected by encryption that can only be unlocked with a skeleton key they alone hold.

Common user-controlled encryption tools are enabled using passwords, biometric identifiers (such as fingerprints), and encryption keys.3 Courts have just begun to grapple with the question whether the Fifth Amendment protects against the compelled disclosure of these items.4 Most courts so far have agreed that disclosure of a password or decryption key is a testimonial act.5 However, with some notable exceptions, most courts have also agreed that the “foregone conclusion” doctrine can justify compelled disclosure.6

To address this question, courts must obtain a clear understanding of how encryption works, and, in particular, must understand common forms of “full disk encryption.” Courts should also consider the philosophical or normative question of what encryption is and what it does in relation to computer code. Only with this kind of background can courts decide whether disclosure of a password or encryption key is “testimony” or whether the foregone conclusion doctrine can apply.

This Article supplies that necessary background and argues that, under a proper application of Fifth Amendment doctrine, compelled decryption ordinarily is not a testimonial act and therefore is not privileged. Part I of this Article supplies a background in encryption technology. Part II summarizes recent Fifth Amendment cases concerning compelled decryption. Part III looks at encryption and computer code from a semiotics and information theory perspective and examines how computer code is treated under First Amendment and copyright law for

1. For a discussion of some of these tensions, see David W. Opderbeck, Encryption Policy and Law Enforcement in the Cloud, 49 CONN. L. REV. 1657, 1662–63 (2017).
2. See infra Section I.B.
3. See infra Section II.B.
4. See id.
5. See id.
6. See id.
possible analogies to the Fifth Amendment context. Part IV presents this Article’s doctrinal arguments under the Fifth Amendment.

I. UNDERSTANDING ENCRYPTION

A. Encryption Algorithms and Keys

Encryption is the application of an algorithm to readable information (plaintext) to render the information unintelligible (ciphertext).\(^7\) Decryption is the application of a “key” derived from the encryption algorithm to render the information intelligible once again.\(^8\)

An ancient and simple encryption scheme, the “Caesar Cipher,” demonstrates how this process works.\(^9\) The Caesar Cipher involves shifting the letters of the alphabet a set number of positions.\(^10\) A “ROT13” Caesar cipher, for example, rotates the English alphabet 13 places to the right, making the encryption “key” 13.\(^11\) Thus, using the ROT13 cipher, the text “cynl vg ntnva fnz” means “play it again sam” because the letter “r” is 13 places in the alphabet from the letter “e,” and so on. This is an example of “symmetric key” encryption, because the same key is used to encrypt and decrypt the data.\(^12\) In asymmetric or “public key” encryption, there are two related keys: a “public” key and a “private” key.\(^13\)

The ROT13 cipher is simple to use because, with twenty-six letters in the Latin alphabet, each letter is the inverse of the letter that is thirteen places away. This simplicity also makes ROT13 easy to crack.\(^14\) Many contemporary forms of computer encryption, however, are essentially impossible to crack, even with the help of large-scale computer power. For example, the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) approved by the U.S. National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST) for use with top secret information, applies 128-bit encryption with 128, 192, or 256
bit decryption keys and is practically unbreakable with existing computer power.\textsuperscript{15}

B. Full Disk Encryption

It is easy to copy or “image” the contents of a computer’s hard drive or a smart phone’s memory. Every state has at least one computer forensics lab capable of producing an exact copy of a hard drive, and regional labs coordinate among multiple states and the federal government.\textsuperscript{16} Courts routinely issue search warrants for the seizure of personal computers, laptops, and hard drives based on probable cause that the devices contain contraband (such as child pornography files) or other evidence of criminal activity (such as spreadsheets or other documents detailing financial crimes).\textsuperscript{17} The investigation of “computer crime” is now a mainstream law enforcement activity.

Despite the sophistication of law enforcement, however, these forensic laboratories cannot crack robust disk encryption. The use of full disk encryption (FDE), through which the entire contents of a hard drive are encrypted, can render the drive completely opaque to law enforcement. In popular computer lingo, the drive becomes a “brick.”\textsuperscript{18}

A proper understanding of FDE requires some background in personal computer architecture. Common desktop and laptop computers are comprised of a set of basic components, including hardware, operating system (OS) software, and application software.\textsuperscript{19} The hardware


\textsuperscript{19.} See generally Ian Weinand, Computer Architecture for Beginners 35 (2016), http://bottomupcs.sourceforge.net/ebu/e1453.html (explaining the functions of a central processing unit); id. at 62 (explaining the role of the operation system); Basic Computer
components include a motherboard with the microprocessor and random access memory (RAM), input and output devices (such as a keyboard, mouse, and monitor), and long term memory, which typically consists of one or more magnetic hard drives. Application software may include word processors (such as Microsoft Word), spreadsheets (such as Microsoft Excel), presentation tools (such as Microsoft PowerPoint), and a wide variety of other programs that accept user input and produce related content. The computer user employs application programs to produce user-generated content, such as word-processing documents.

The OS, in a sense, sits “between” the computer’s hardware and application software layers. The OS coordinates the operations of the computer’s various hardware components and allows those components and the application software to “talk” with each other. A computer’s OS usually resides on the computer’s primary hard drive. Before the OS is accessed, the hard drive must boot up, which requires some degree of coordination among the computer’s hardware components before the OS begins to play its coordinating function. This pre-OS coordinating function is performed by software routines that are hard-coded on chips on the motherboard. For IBM-compatible PCs (the kind of machine that runs Microsoft Windows as an OS), these routines are called the BIOS (Basic Input/Output System). When a new primary hard drive is added to a PC, the drive is “formatted” by the system to incorporate a “pre-boot” sector containing BIOS code. After the drive is formatted, whenever the computer is powered up, the BIOS code on the motherboard interacts with the BIOS code on the hard drive and then the OS is accessed. A highly stylized representation of these relationships is as follows:


20. Basic Computer Architecture, supra note 19.
24. Id.
26. See id.
28. Id.
Basic computer disk encryption involves applying an encryption algorithm to files on the disk so that they are not readable by humans without decryption. For example, a word processing document listing the secret formula for Coke could be encrypted so that only persons with the decryption key could read the information in the file. While encryption of selected files might be adequate for some purposes, a third party could still view non-encrypted files on the hard drive, and also could learn by inspecting the hard drive that it contains encrypted files. The following shows how this sort of encryption relates to the computer architecture:

“Full disk encryption” (FDE), in contrast, is a method of securing the entire disk so that all of the disk’s contents are encrypted and no one without the necessary password and key can even boot up the disk.

---

30. See id.
Arguably, FDE obscures the question whether the disk contains any files at all—although, as discussed in Part II below, courts have not yet correctly understood the implications of this technology for Fifth Amendment jurisprudence.

FDE involves the encryption of all files on the hard drive together with a password or biometric lock on the drive’s boot sector. The FDE application writes some code to the drive’s boot sector that interacts with the BIOS upon start-up. This code requires the entry of a user-generated password in order for the boot sequence to continue. Once the machine boots up, the user-generated password or biometric identifier can be used as a “seed” for a randomly-generated encryption key. The encryption key is employed in connection with an algorithm such as AES to encrypt all the files on the hard drive. While the user is working with a file, the decryption key makes the file readable to the user and encrypts any additional content on the fly.

---


33. Id. at 1.


35. Id. at slide 2.

36. Id. at slide 3.
FDE is a widely available technology. Until very recently, an open source project called “TrueCrypt” was freely available to anyone online.37 Commercial FDE products such as “DriveCrypt” can be purchased for less than $60, and products such as Sophos SafeGuard work with Microsoft Bitlocker to provide enterprise-level encryption.38 Even more directly, Microsoft Bitlocker is now integrated with Windows 10, so that FDE is available to any Windows 10 user.39

II. THE FIFTH AMENDMENT MEETS ENCRYPTION

A. Background

The Fifth Amendment states that “[n]o person . . . shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself.”40 This provision does not protect against mere disclosure of private information.41 Privacy is the domain of the Fourth Amendment and its probable cause, warrant, and related requirements.42 As the Supreme Court stated in Fisher v. United States,43 “the Fifth Amendment does not independently proscribe the compelled production of every sort of incriminating evidence but applies only when the accused is compelled to make a testimonial communication that is incriminating.”44 The fact that a warrant or subpoena might require a criminal suspect to produce documents that might contain incriminating information therefore does not in itself


40. U.S. CONST. amend. V.


42. Id.


44. Id. at 408 (emphasis omitted).
violate the Fifth Amendment’s protection against compelled self-incrimination.\footnote{Id.}

The Supreme Court has wrestled with this distinction between “privacy” and “testimony” in a long line of cases going back to \textit{Schmerber v. California}.\footnote{384 U.S. 757 (1966); \textit{id.} at 764.}

In \textit{Schmerber}, the defendant was in a car accident and was arrested at a hospital on suspicion of driving under the influence of alcohol.\footnote{Id. at 758.}

At the direction of a police officer, a physician at the hospital took a blood sample, which was tested for blood alcohol level.\footnote{Id.}

The defendant claimed that this non-consensual blood test violated his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination.\footnote{Id. at 759.}

The Court disagreed.\footnote{Id.}

According to the Court, “[t]he distinction which has emerged, often expressed in different ways, is that the privilege is a bar against compelling ‘communications’ or ‘testimony,’ but that compulsion which makes a suspect or accused the source of ‘real or physical evidence’ does not violate it.”\footnote{Id. at 764.}

The \textit{Schmerber} Court acknowledged that “there will be many cases in which such a distinction is not readily drawn. Some tests seemingly directed to obtain ‘physical evidence,’ for example, lie detector tests measuring changes in body function during interrogation, may actually be directed to eliciting responses which are essentially testimonial.”\footnote{Id. at 765.}

Nevertheless, the Court concluded that “[n]ot even a shadow of testimonial compulsion upon or enforced communication by the accused was involved either in the extraction or in the chemical analysis.”\footnote{Fisher v. United States, 425 U.S. 391, 421–23 (1976).}

Subsequently, \textit{Fisher} tested the line between privacy and testimony in relation to documentary evidence.\footnote{Id. at 394.}

In that case, the defendants were accused of tax violations and the documents were subpoenaed from the defendants’ accountant or attorney.\footnote{Id. at 410.}

The defendants argued that compelled production of the documents would amount to an admission that the documents existed and were under their control.\footnote{Id. at 401–11.} The Court rejected this argument.\footnote{Id. at 410–11.}

\begin{footnotes}
45. \textit{Id.}
46. 384 U.S. 757 (1966); \textit{id.} at 764.
47. \textit{Id.} at 758.
48. \textit{Id.}
49. \textit{Id.} at 759.
50. \textit{Id.}
51. \textit{Id.} at 764.
52. \textit{Id.}
53. \textit{Id.} at 765.
55. \textit{Id.} at 394.
56. \textit{Id.} at 410.
57. \textit{Id.} at 410–11.
\end{footnotes}
It is doubtful that implicitly admitting the existence and possession of the papers rises to the level of testimony within the protection of the Fifth Amendment. The papers belong to the accountant, were prepared by him, and are the kind usually prepared by an accountant working on the tax returns of his client. Surely the Government is in no way relying on the “truth-telling” of the taxpayer to prove the existence of or his access to the documents. . . .

The Court then introduced what has become known as the “foregone conclusion” doctrine:

The existence and location of the papers are a foregone conclusion and the taxpayer adds little or nothing to the sum total of the Government’s information by conceding that he in fact has the papers. Under these circumstances by enforcement of the summons “no constitutional rights are touched. The question is not of testimony but of surrender.”

The Fisher Court listed many kinds of potentially incriminating physical evidence a criminal suspect could be compelled to produce without implicating the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination, including blood samples, handwriting exemplars, voice exemplars, and trying on items of clothing. Each of these examples involved the compulsion of some act that was not itself considered testimonial. Other examples of compelled conduct have included compelling the suspect to submit to “fingerprinting, photographing, or measurements, to write or speak for identification, to appear in court, to stand, to assume a stance, to walk, or to make a particular gesture.”

It is unclear from the Fisher Court’s “foregone conclusion” statement whether a given act is inherently non-testimonial or an exception to the Fifth Amendment privilege. This confusion is evident in the forced decryption cases discussed in Section II.B below. The confusion is heightened by two Supreme Court cases subsequent to Fisher that also

58. Id. at 411 (quoting In re Harris, 221 U.S. 274 (1911)).
59. Id.
60. Id. at 408 (citing Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S. 757, 763–64 (1966) (refusing to extend the protection of the Fifth Amendment privilege to blood samples)); United States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218, 222–23 (1967) (refusing to extend the protection of the Fifth Amendment privilege to voice exemplars); Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263, 265–67 (1967) (refusing to extend the protection of the Fifth Amendment privilege to handwriting exemplars); Holt v. United States, 218 U.S. 245 (1910) (refusing to extend the protection of the Fifth Amendment privilege to clothing).
61. Schmerber, 384 U.S. at 764.
factor into the “act of production”/“foregone conclusion” analysis: *Doe v. United States*\(^6^2\) and *United States v. Hubbell*\(^6^3\).

In *Doe*, the principles discussed in *Schmerber* and *Fisher* were applied to a proposed order requiring a criminal defendant to sign a consent form authorizing foreign banks to produce his banking records.\(^6^4\) The government suspected the defendant had deposited unreported income in foreign banks.\(^6^5\) The defendant argued that signing the consent forms would constitute a “testimonial communication” because it would comprise “a declarative statement of consent made by Doe to the foreign banks.”\(^6^6\) Justice Blackmun, writing for the Court, disagreed.\(^6^7\)

According to Justice Blackmun, “in order to be testimonial, an accused’s communication must itself, explicitly or implicitly, relate a factual assertion or disclose information. Only then is a person compelled to be a ‘witness’ against himself.”\(^6^8\) The primary purpose of the Fifth Amendment, Justice Blackmun noted, was to prevent the “inquisitorial method of putting the accused upon his oath and compelling him to answer questions designed to uncover uncharged offenses, without evidence from another source.”\(^6^9\) The consent forms at issue did not identify any specific account, state whether any documents were in existence at any particular bank, or include any admission about the authenticity of any records produced by any bank.\(^7^0\)

The sole dissenter, Justice Stevens, argued that “[i]f John Doe can be compelled to use his mind to assist the Government in developing its case, I think he will be forced ‘to be a witness against himself.’”\(^7^1\) Justice Stevens argued that a witness “may in some cases be forced to surrender a key to a strongbox containing incriminating documents, but I do not believe he can be compelled to reveal the combination to his wall safe-by word or deed.”\(^7^2\)

In the Court’s next effort to distinguish between compelled testimony and compelled production of physical evidence, *United States v. Hubbell*, Justice Stevens wrote the majority opinion.\(^7^3\) *Hubbell* involved the famous (or infamous) “Whitewater” investigation and prosecutions of

---

\(^{63}\) 530 U.S. 27 (2000); *id.* at 36; *Doe*, 487 U.S. at 209.
\(^{64}\) *Id.* at 203.
\(^{65}\) *Id.* at 202.
\(^{66}\) *Id.* at 208.
\(^{67}\) *Id.* at 219.
\(^{68}\) *Id.* at 210.
\(^{69}\) *Id.* at 212.
\(^{70}\) *Id.* at 215–16.
\(^{71}\) *Id.* at 220 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
\(^{72}\) *Id.* at 219.
Webster Hubbell.74 Hubbell was serving a sentence for tax evasion and mail fraud resulting from a plea agreement with the Whitewater Special Prosecutor when he was served with a subpoena *duces tecum* for documents before a grand jury investigating further alleged fraud involving Whitewater.75 Hubbell was ordered by the trial court to produce the documents under the federal grand jury immunity statute.76 He produced the documents in response to this order, and was subsequently indicted on further tax and mail fraud charges.77 The trial court dismissed the indictment because it believed the indictment was based on information in the documents in violation of the immunity statute.78 After an appeal and a somewhat complicated conditional plea agreement, the immunity issue was heard by the Supreme Court.79

Justice Stevens noted that “there is a significant difference between the use of compulsion to extort communications from a defendant and compelling a person to engage in conduct that may be incriminating.”80 He further acknowledged that “a person may be required to produce specific documents even though they contain incriminating assertions of fact or belief because the creation of those documents was not ‘compelled’ within the meaning of the privilege.”81 Nevertheless, Justice Stevens stated, the “act of production” itself could constitute a testimonial admission that “the papers existed, were in [the defendant’s] possession or control, and were authentic.”82 According to Justice Stevens,

[i]t was unquestionably necessary for respondent to make extensive use of ‘the contents of his own mind’ in identifying the hundreds of documents responsive to the requests in the subpoena. . . . The assembly of those documents was like telling an inquisitor the combination to a wall safe, not like being forced to surrender the key to a strongbox.83

Justice Stevens also rejected the government’s argument that the “foregone conclusion” analysis in *Fisher* saved the government’s case against Hubbell. According to Justice Stevens,

---

74. *Id.* at 30.
75. *Id.* at 30–31.
76. *Id.* (citing 18 U.S.C. § 6002–6003).
77. *Id.* at 31.
78. *Id.* at 31–32.
79. *Id.* at 34.
80. *Id.* at 34–35.
81. *Id.* at 35–36.
82. *Id.* at 36.
83. *Id.* at 43.
whatever the scope of this ‘foregone conclusion’ rationale, the facts of this case plainly fall outside of it. While in Fisher the Government already knew that the documents were in the attorneys’ possession and could independently confirm their existence and authenticity through the accountants who created them, here the Government has not shown that it had any prior knowledge of either the existence or the whereabouts of the 13,120 pages of documents ultimately produced by respondent.84

He therefore held that the indictment would violate the statutory grant of immunity and must be dismissed.85

Under the distinction between testimonial and non-testimonial acts of production, then, (1) the provision of physical acts or samples, such as standing in a lineup or giving a blood sample; and (2) the mere production of documents generally are not considered testimonial, while acts that convey information about the nature, location, or authenticity of documents or materials could be testimonial. Justice Stevens’ dicta concerning the strongbox key and combination in his dissent in Doe, echoed in his majority opinion in Hubbell as applied to the foregone conclusion doctrine, has been featured in the contemporary debate over compelled disclosure of passwords tied to encryption keys. As the summary in the next Section suggests, courts are struggling to apply these concepts in the domain of computer files and digital encryption.

B. Recent Cases Involving Compelled Decryption

A handful of recent cases address how these principles should apply to encrypted hard drives. As noted above, many of these cases assume that the production of a password protecting encryption is a testimonial act, but construe the “foregone conclusion” doctrine as an exception to the Fifth Amendment privilege. However, in an important—but incorrectly decided—case, the Eleventh Circuit has held that the foregone conclusion doctrine may not apply when the contents of a hard drive are both unknown and encrypted.86 Three other cases involve encryption that is accessed by biometric identification (in those cases, a fingerprint), with differing results.87

84. Id. at 44–45.
85. Id. at 45–46.
1. Compelled Production of Passwords Controlling Encryption

In one of the earliest reported cases on this issue, *United States v. Fricosu*, 88 FBI agents had seized a number of computers, pursuant to valid search warrants, at the home where defendant resided. 89 Of three laptop computers seized, one was encrypted with a program called PGP Desktop. 90 During a recorded conversation with her husband, a co-defendant who was incarcerated, Ms. Fricosu seemed to admit that the encrypted laptop contained a file or files relevant to the investigation. 91 The government then sought a writ under the All Writs Act compelling defendant to produce the contents of the encrypted hard drive. 92

Based on the recorded telephone conversation, the court concluded that “[t]here is little question here but that the government knows of the existence and location of the computer’s files. The fact that it does not know the specific content of any specific documents is not a barrier to production.” 93 The court further found that that “the government has met its burden to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the Toshiba Satellite M305 laptop computer belongs to Ms. Fricosu, or, in the alternative, that she was its sole or primary user, who, in any event, can access the encrypted contents of that laptop computer.” 94 It was also significant to the court that the government offered Ms. Friscosu immunity. 95 The court therefore found that an order requiring production of the laptop hard drive’s decrypted contents would not violate the Fifth Amendment. 96 The order entered by the court compelled the defendant to perform the steps necessary to decrypt the computer’s contents and prohibited the government from using those contents against Ms. Friscosu. 97

In contrast, the Eleventh Circuit suggested in *In re Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Dated March 25, 2011*, 98 that the foregone

---

89. *Id.* at 1234.
90. *Id.* PGP Desktop is a form of FDE offered by Symantec. See *Easy-to-Use Decryption Software*, SYMANTEC, https://www.symantec.com/products-solutions/products/buy.jsp%3Fpcid%3Dpcat_info_risk_comp%26pvid%3Ddesktop_home_1%26om_sem_cid%3Dbiz_sem_name_us_Google_SMB_Store_PGP_Desktop_Home%26mktsrc%3Dpaidsearch%26om_sem_kw%3Dpgp%2Bhome (last visited Apr. 14, 2018) (describing the PGP Desktop Home product and showing the price per license).
92. *Id.*
93. *Id.* at 1237.
94. *Id.*
95. *Id.* at 1238.
96. *Id.* at 1237.
97. *Id.*
98. 670 F.3d 1335 (11th Cir. 2012).
conclusion doctrine cannot apply unless the government knows of specific files subject to the warrant or other process that are stored on the subject device.\footnote{Id. at 1344–46.} Central to the court’s decision in that case was the court’s belief that the government did not know whether any files resided on the encrypted portion of the defendant’s hard drive.\footnote{Id. at 1346 (“Nothing in the record before us reveals that the Government knows whether any files exist and are located on the hard drives . . . .”).} The court noted that the encryption software used by the defendant fills up free space on the encrypted portion of a drive with random characters.\footnote{Id. at 1340 n.11.} According to the court, “because the TrueCrypt [encryption] program displays random characters if there are files and if there is empty space, we simply do not know what, if anything, was hidden based on the facts before us.”\footnote{Id. at 1347.} The court concluded that, because “random characters are not files,” the government had not shown “that the drives actually contain any files, nor has it shown which of the estimated twenty million files the drives are capable of holding may prove useful.”\footnote{Id.; cf. SEC v. Huang, 2015 WL 5611644, at *2 (E.D. Pa. 2015) (following In re Grand Jury).}

The Eleventh Circuit’s approach did not prevail in one of the most comprehensive opinions on forced encryption in the federal and state case law, Commonwealth v. Gelfgatt.\footnote{11 N.E.3d 605 (Mass. 2014); id. at 619. The author of this Article filed an amicus brief in this case in support of the Commonwealth, joined by The Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association and NW3C (The National White Collar Crime Center). See Brief of Amicus Curiae Professor David W. Opderbeck, Supported by the Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, Inc. and NW3C, Inc., Gelfgatt, 11 N.E.3d 605 (Mass. 2014).} In that case, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court held, in a 5–2 opinion, that the foregone conclusion doctrine can apply to passwords that protect encryption keys.\footnote{Id. at 617.} Defendant Gelfgatt, an attorney, was charged with crimes involving mortgage fraud.\footnote{Id. at 609.} Pursuant to a search warrant, state police seized four computers from Gelfgatt’s residence that were encrypted with DriveCrypt Plus full disk encryption software.\footnote{Id. at 610.} During his interrogation, Gelfgatt admitted that the computers were encrypted and that he held the passwords needed to decrypt the computers, but refused to turn over the passwords.\footnote{Id. at 610–11.} The Commonwealth moved for an order to compel decryption, which was denied by the lower courts.\footnote{Id. at 611.}
The Massachusetts Supreme Court assumed, without much analysis, that the disclosure of a password is a testimonial communication.\textsuperscript{110} The court stated that “[b]y such action, the defendant implicitly would be acknowledging that he has ownership and control of the computers and their contents,” which differs from giving a physical evidence such as a blood sample or handwriting exemplar.\textsuperscript{111} However, the court held that the foregone conclusion exception applied because there was clear evidence that Gelfgatt had been involved in some of the allegedly fraudulent mortgage transactions and had acknowledged that he kept encrypted files relating to these transactions.\textsuperscript{112}

Justice Lenk, joined by Justice Duffy, filed a dissenting opinion.\textsuperscript{113} Justice Lenk relied heavily on the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in \textit{In re Grand Jury Subpoena} for the argument that the government must show a degree of particularity about particular files or documents that is “significantly greater than what is required to show probable cause.”\textsuperscript{114} Therefore, Justice Lenk concluded, “the ‘reasonable particularity’ standard requires much more than government knowledge that a defendant owns or has access to a particular computer.”\textsuperscript{115} In Justice Lenk’s view, the Commonwealth could not satisfy this standard.

Like the majority in \textit{Gelfgatt}, the Third Circuit also recently has questioned the Eleventh Circuit’s approach.\textsuperscript{116} In \textit{United States v. Apple Macpro Computer},\textsuperscript{117} the defendant was suspected of accessing child pornography over the internet.\textsuperscript{118} A state search warrant was issued for the defendant’s residence, and the police seized an Apple iPhone 5S, an Apple iPhone 6 Plus, an Apple Mac Pro Computer, and two attached external hard drives, all of which were encrypted.\textsuperscript{119} U.S. Department of Homeland Security Agents then obtained a federal search warrant to examine these devices.\textsuperscript{120} The defendant voluntarily provided a password for the iPhone 5S, but refused to provide passwords to decrypt the Mac Pro or hard drives.\textsuperscript{121} The defendant also provided the passcode to unlock

\textsuperscript{110.} \textit{Id.} at 614.
\textsuperscript{111.} \textit{Id.} at 615.
\textsuperscript{112.} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{113.} \textit{Id.} at 617 (Lenk, J., dissenting).
\textsuperscript{114.} \textit{Id.} at 620–22.
\textsuperscript{115.} \textit{Id.} at 622.
\textsuperscript{116.} See \textit{United States v. Apple Macpro Comput.}, 851 F.3d 238, 248 (3d Cir. 2017).
\textsuperscript{117.} 851 F.3d 238 (3d Cir. 2017).
\textsuperscript{118.} \textit{Id.} at 242.
\textsuperscript{119.} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{120.} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{121.} \textit{Id.}
the iPhone 6 Plus, but refused to provide a passcode for an application on that phone that contained encrypted files.122

Government forensic analysts discovered the Mac Pro password without the defendant’s assistance and found on the internal hard drive one child pornography image as well as logs showing that the computer had been used to access known child pornography sites and to download thousands of known child pornography files.123 Investigators also interviewed the defendant’s sister, who stated that the defendant had shown her child pornography images from the encrypted external hard drives.124 Based on this information, the government obtained an order under the All Writs Act requiring the defendant to produce the devices and hard drives in a fully unencrypted state.125

The magistrate judge denied the defendant’s motion to quash the All Writs Act order.126 The defendant subsequently appeared for a forensic examination at the Delaware County Police Department.127 He produced the iPhone 6 Plus with all files decrypted, which included photographs of his four-year-old niece’s genitals.128 He claimed he could not remember the correct passwords to unlock the external hard drives and subsequently was held in contempt for failing to produce those drives in a decrypted state.129

The Third Circuit affirmed the denial of the motion to quash.130 The Third Circuit noted that the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in In re Grand Jury Subpoena would not require a different result because the evidence was sufficient to show that files existed on the encrypted devices and that the defendant could access those devices.131 In a footnote, the Third Circuit also noted that the Government’s knowledge of files on the encrypted devices might not reflect the proper inquiry under the foregone conclusion exception.132 Instead, the court suggested, “a very sound argument can be made that the foregone conclusion doctrine properly focuses on whether the Government already knows the testimony that is implicit in the act of production” and that the relevant testimony is that
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the defendant knows the passwords to decrypt the devices. If the surrounding evidence shows that this testimony is a foregone conclusion, the exception might apply even absent any showing of what files the device might contain.

2. Compelled Production of Biometric Identification Controlling Encryption

Other courts have distinguished passwords and biometric identification to unlock encrypted devices. In Commonwealth v. Baust, a Virginia trial court held that production of a passcode to a cell phone is a testimonial act and that the foregone conclusion doctrine does not apply because the subject of the testimony is not about the existence and authenticity of documents on the phone, but rather is about the password itself. The court noted: “[I]f the password was a foregone conclusion, the Commonwealth would not need to compel Defendant to produce it because they would already know it.” In contrast, the court held, “[t]he fingerprint, like a key . . . does not require the witness to divulge anything through his mental processes,” and therefore the biometric identification could be compelled.

Other courts have disagreed with this distinction. In State v. Stahl, for example, a Florida appellate court questioned Justice Stevens’s distinction in Doe between a key and a combination, and noted that surrendering a key to a strongbox or stating the combination to a strongbox lock has the same effect. The court further questioned “the continuing viability of any distinction as technology advances” and suggested that the use of a passcode on a smart phone should not result in greater constitutional protection than the use of a “fingerprint as the passcode.” The court held that the foregone conclusion doctrine should apply if the State establishes three elements: (1) “it knows with reasonable particularity that the passcode exists”; (2) the passcode “is within the accused’s possession or control”; and (3) the passcode “is
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authentic.”\textsuperscript{142} The element of authenticity, the court suggested, would invariably be satisfied, because “[i]f the doctrines are to continue to be applied to passcodes, decryption keys, and the like, we must recognize that the technology is self-authenticating [because] no other means of authentication may exist.”\textsuperscript{143} Therefore, the court noted, “[i]f the phone or computer is accessible once the passcode or key has been entered, the passcode or key is authentic.”\textsuperscript{144} In short, the court concluded, “[t]his is a case of surrender and not testimony.”\textsuperscript{145}

### III. Encryption, Speech, and Testimony

#### A. What Is “Testimony?”

As discussed in Part II, the cases that have addressed compelled disclosure of encryption keys under the Fifth Amendment circle around the question whether an encryption key or password is a form of speech or communication. Case law does not explore the line between speech or communication and actions that are not speech or communication with any degree of philosophical depth, and commentators continue to dispute the distinction.\textsuperscript{146}

Some scholars have sought to circumvent the question by grounding the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination in a right of privacy.\textsuperscript{147} As Ronald Allen and Kristin Mace have noted, however, privacy based justifications “cannot explain why the privilege applies or when it does,” since the government otherwise has a “right to every man’s evidence,” even if that evidence incriminates a family member or is embarrassing even if not incriminating.\textsuperscript{148} In contrast, privacy questions are directly addressed by the Fourth Amendment’s search and seizure limitations.\textsuperscript{149}

The Fifth Amendment’s privilege against self-incrimination, although involving underlying privacy interests, seems to concern a particular kind
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of speech-act. Other scholars, along with most of the case law, therefore have focused on what comprises “testimony.”

Allen and Mace suggest the Supreme Court views “testimony” as an act of substantive cognition—“the product of cognition that results in holding or asserting propositions with truth-value.” They suggest that “[c]ognition ‘involves the acquisition, storage, retrieval, and use of knowledge.’” They apply their definition to the example of a suspect who is compelled to submit a polygraph examination while the examiner points to locations on a map where a murder victim’s body might be buried, such that the suspect’s physiological responses reveal the likely location of the body. As Allen and Mace note, “there is perhaps universal agreement” that this evidence should be inadmissible under the Fifth Amendment to implicate the suspect in the murder, even though the suspect has not verbally spoken. They suggest that their definition of “testimony” explains this intuition because the polygraph test records biometric responses that convey knowledge held by the suspect.

Allen and Mace recognize that the foregone conclusion doctrine poses problems for this definition. The act of producing a document involves cognition, and it seems unclear under their theory why any exception should be made for the Fifth Amendment testimonial protection of such an act just because the location and existence of the document is a foregone conclusion. They suggest the difference could arise from the degree of cognition required. If the witness must exercise relatively minimal cognitive “efforts,” such as when a relatively narrow subpoena describes as specific set of documents, there is less offense than when the witness must expend greater cognitive efforts to identify, locate, and gather documents potentially responsive to a broader subpoena.

It is unclear, however, what Allen and Mace mean by cognitive “efforts” or whether such a concept has any scientific or philosophical purchase. Could we measure, say, the number of neuronal connections
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used to respond to a narrow subpoena versus a broad subpoena? The notion of measuring neuronal questions, of course, is not realistic, but the point is that cognitive “effort” seems impossible to quantify. Moreover, even if some measure of cognitive “efforts” were possible, why would it matter to a definition of “testimony?” Relatively little cognitive effort, presumably, is expended in the response to a simple question such as, “Did you kill the victim—yes or no?” But a witness could not be compelled to answer such a question.

In his article Testimony, Michael Pardo discusses when a communicative act might comprise “testimony” based on the speaker’s intent to convey knowledge. Pardo’s main concern in that paper is epistemology, or what counts as knowledge. In the category of “natural testimony,” Pardo notes, (1) “the speaker must intend a listener or an audience to believe that the speaker has competence, authority, or credentials to assert the proposition,” and (2) “the content of the communicative act must be what conveys information to the hearer.” However, the actual hearer need not be the intended hearer, as in the case of a journal entry or diary later read by a third party. It is enough that the speaker intends to convey the requisite authority to some specific audience and that the communicative act conveys information to whomever ultimately is the hearer.

Pardo’s article explores various “epistemic ‘pathways’” through which natural testimony can generate knowledge, as well as “epistemic ‘dead ends’” through which natural testimony sometimes fails to generate knowledge. He suggests that the rules concerning formal, in-court testimony draw fruitfully on this epistemic account of testimony and seeks to clarify the problematic question of hearsay as well as various constitutional rules concerning testimony. Concerning the Fifth Amendment, Pardo argues that the Court’s distinction between “testimonial” and other acts first drawn in Schmerber fits his framework for what comprises “testimony.” An act can satisfy both of Pardo’s two conditions whether it is in the form of a verbal statement or action.

But the act of production doctrine cases, Pardo claims, “have analytically confused and misapplied certain aspects of the concept of
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He is particularly critical of the Court’s assumption under the foregone conclusion doctrine that the government’s prior knowledge of the testimony’s contents should matter. Pardo concedes that “[i]f a speaker knows that the hearer already knows a proposition or has the same or superior evidence compared with the speaker, the speaker is not testifying to that proposition by asserting it” and further that there is no “testimony” when “a hearer who already knows the proposition or believes she has the same or superior evidence.” Therefore, under Pardo’s definition, if the information is a foregone conclusion to the government, the act of production is not “testimony” vis-à-vis the government. However, Pardo argues, the government is not the only audience for the information. A judge or jury, for whom the information is not a foregone conclusion, is also an audience, and in many ways a more important one. Pardo concludes: “[A]n act of production ought to be deemed testimonial for purposes of the Self-Incrimination Clause when, under the particular circumstances of the case, the act implicitly communicates information, and it is within the scope of the right when the content of the implicit communication was compelled and is incriminating.”

There are two problems with Pardo’s treatment of this question. First, the distinction he draws between “the government” and a judge or jury as audiences for the communication is not so clear as he suggests. The “government,” (i.e., the prosecution) acts on behalf of the State (i.e., the political community of the people), and the judge and jury also act on behalf of the state. The “audience,” then, is always the state. The differences between the prosecutor, judge, and jury arise from their different functions within the machinery of the state. If some information presents itself as a “foregone conclusion” to the prosecution—that is, if some information is not natural “testimony” to the prosecution—it also ipso facto is a foregone conclusion and not formal “testimony” to the judge and jury. The prosecution, judge, and jury play different roles in the system and have different duties from each other. Both the judge and jury in their own ways serve as checks to protect accused citizens against the excessive zeal of prosecutors in an adversarial system, and the jury also serves as a check on judges. Nevertheless, as Judge Jack Weinstein
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has noted, “[i]n a sense, the jury was, and remains, the direct voice of the sovereign, in a collaborative effort with the judge.”

Second, the question of what comprises the “content” of a “communicative act” is precisely what is at issue in an act of production. On this point the act of production and foregone conclusion doctrines attempt to demarcate between actions that are sufficiently information-laden to be considered “testimony” and those that are not.

Consider the compelled blood alcohol test in Schmerber. The fact that the blood tested was the suspect’s own blood, and the fact of the suspect’s blood alcohol content level, is not anything the suspect intends to convey, and indeed the suspect does not “convey” it at all, unless the suspect is identical with the chemical information in his blood. There is no intent involved at all, unless the blood itself has some quality of agency or intentionality identical to the suspect’s own agency and intentionality. The authority supporting the factual claims that a test was performed on this suspect’s blood giving a particular blood alcohol level is the authority of the lab technicians who will testify about how the blood was drawn and what tests were conducted. The suspect is not required to testify about the authenticity of the blood sample or the results of the blood test.

The same is true for the production of papers or things known to be in a suspect’s possession. The authority for authenticating that these papers were turned over by the suspect in response to a subpoena or warrant is inherent in the subpoena or warrant itself and in the fact that the papers were turned over. The suspect is not required to testify about the authenticity of the documents or the meaning of their contents. The authority for these facts resides in other information about the state of the world and the actions of other agents, not in any intention or communication of the suspect.

In a subsequent article, The Epistemology of Testimony, Pardo refines his discussion of these questions. In that article, Pardo suggests that whether something is considered “testimony” depends on whether the defendant is serving as an “epistemic authority” for a proposition. For example, in the case of a blood sample to determine blood type, Pardo suggests, the defendant is not serving as an epistemic authority as to
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blood type, so this kind of sample is not “testimony.”**177  He suggests that “[o]ne does not have to posit distinct material and non-physical realms to see an epistemic difference between words and blood.”178

This notion of “epistemic authority” is helpful, but in the age of DNA evidence, the line between “words and blood” might be fuzzier than Pardo suggests. Interestingly for the purpose of this paper, the Sixth, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits have held that Schmerber applies to blood tests to extract genetic information stored in a national database.179 A person’s DNA conveys far more information than a blood alcohol test, including, for example, the ability to place a person at a crime scene based on DNA samples from hair, blood, skin, semen, and the like left at the scene. A person’s DNA also can communicate more definitive information in many ways than documents or things in that person’s possession. DNA evidence can offer stronger “smoking gun” evidence than a smoking gun itself. If a person provides a sample of her blood (or, more likely, a mouth swab), implicitly acknowledging it is her blood, and the blood (or swab) contains genetic information highly specific to that individual, where does the epistemic authority lie? It seems impossible to stretch the concept of “testimony” to include DNA evidence, again unless we wish to reduce a person’s agency, intentionality, and speech to his or her genetic code. Genes do not testify; people testify. This is why notions of epistemic authority must be tied to the concept of what comprises a communicative act. As Pardo suggests, in “testimony,” a speaker makes “an assertion.”180 The concept of an “assertion” involves an intent to convey information.

The example of genetic information in relation to “testimony” is particularly apt to the discussion of decryption keys because DNA, like encryption keys and passwords, is a kind of “code.” The question about the connection between “information” and “communication” is basic to information theory, which underlies modern computing technology. The following Section shows how information theory clarifies the foregone conclusion doctrine in relation to encryption keys and passwords. It further explores this difficult question as it has arisen in two other areas of law: the First Amendment and copyright law. Part IV then extends these insights to argue that neither encryption code nor passwords that
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protect encryption are forms of “speech” that could comprise testimonial acts.

B. Encryption, Semiotics, and Information Theory

It should be clear from the discussion of the Caesar Cipher in Part I above that the key “13” communicates nothing at all about the substance of the text “cynl vg ntnva fnz.” Arguably, the number 13 in this context has no semantic content. The number 13 does not even say, “This message is encoded with a ROT13 cipher.” A person who wants to use the number 13 as a key would already have to know (or guess) that this is a ROT13-encoded message. The number itself is nothing but the key that converts “cynl vg ntnva fnz” into the readable English message “play it again sam.” On the other hand, arguably, to a person with at least some background in encryption—such as a user of an Internet bulletin board in which ROT13 is frequently employed—the number 13 itself could communicate that a certain kind of encryption is being used.\footnote{181}

In this regard, a subtle but very important distinction must be drawn between “language” and “information.” Language refers to the syntax and grammar used to signify things or states of affairs. Philosophers have long recognized that there is a basic distinction between a “sign” (language) and something that is “signified” (information).\footnote{182} As the great philosopher and theologian Augustine of Hippo argued: “[A] sign is something which, offering itself to the senses, conveys something other to the intellect.”\footnote{183} Information, in contrast, can be defined as the content of states of affairs embodied in “well formed, meaningful and truthful data.”\footnote{184} That is, information is the content of states of affairs, which must be expressed in language to be understood by humans.\footnote{185} Information is the actual content of that which is signified, and language is the means by which signs pointing to the signified are constructed.

This dynamic raises interesting questions in metaphysics. Does the thing signified by a sign possess an actual existence? Is “information” in some sense a fundamental element of the cosmos, along with energy and matter? In Platonic and other metaphysically realist philosophy, echoed in the quote from Augustine above, there is an actual ideal realm to which
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signs refer and which provides the universal “form” of particular things in the world.\(^{186}\) Much contemporary semantic theory, including much of the application of semantics to computer science and artificial intelligence, assumes that the sign and the signified are closely related—that, in some sense, the sign constructs the signified without any external referent such as the Platonic realm of “forms” or the Augustinian mind of God.\(^{187}\)

Aside from these rich metaphysical questions, the close relation between sign and signified in computer code means that code is essentially arbitrary.\(^ {188}\) But if computer code is arbitrary, how can we (or the machine) know what is signified? As Kumiko Tanaka-Ishii notes, “[o]ne of the basic ways is to take an operational approach and judge the equivalence from input and output sets.”\(^ {189}\) Since in computing terms “output” is a function of the machine, we could say that computer code is what it does. In this sense, computer code is not the message itself, even though code does cause computer machines to output messages.

At the same time, since the code is not the message, code that outputs a message can be disaggregated, compressed, or otherwise manipulated without destroying the message. This remarkable fact underlies all historic forms of cryptography as well as modern telecommunications technology.\(^ {190}\) A message in English—say, “Watson, come here, I need you”—can be converted into an information equivalent, such as electromagnetic waves or digital 0’s and 1’s, and this information equivalent can be compressed, chopped up, and transmitted or stored. The information equivalent can then be retrieved and run through a receiver that reproduces the original language.\(^ {191}\)

When this happens, no new “information” is being created. The state of affairs that the “information” encodes or that which is signified—the fact that Edison desires Watson to come to the lab—remains the same. In fact, modern information theory involves laws of the conservation of information, akin to the laws of the conservation of matter in physics. The
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notion of signal “loss,” such as parts of a radio transmission or cell phone call that “drop out,” relates to this conservation law.192

These semantic concepts from information theory do not sit entirely comfortably with the “linguistic turn” in contemporary analytic philosophy. The semantic concept of information assumes a sort of metaphysic in which “information” comprises a fundamental reality. This reflects the influence of logical positivism on early information theorists and cyberneticists such as Claude Shannon and Norbert Weiner.193 The problem of language, however, was a key reason for the collapse of logical positivism.194 The “sign” rarely, if ever, corresponds directly to the “signified” without context. For this reason, some philosophers of language, particularly those attracted to “speech-act theory,” distinguish the act of speaking (the “illocutionary act”) from the desired state of affairs the speaker intends to produce (the “perlocutionary act”). The focus shifts from the speech itself to action.195

The shift from speech to action has not been lost on legal theory, particularly in relation to statutory interpretation. In his book Legal and Political Hermeneutics, first published in 1837, Francis Lieber used the example of a “housekeeper” who gives some money to a “domestic” and tells the domestic to “fetch some soupmeat.”196 Lieber noted that this simple, everyday command includes within it at least eight other unstated commands (such as “fetch the meat for the use of the family and not for himself”) that the domestic must incorporate into his interpretation of the primary command based on context and experience.197

The act of providing the password and decryption key necessary to unlock full disk encryption on a computer hard drive resides at the nexus between the positivistic-cybernetic information theories that underlie computer technology and the act-based theories of language that inform contemporary debates in the philosophy of language. This is why the problem in legal doctrine seems so vexing: is typing or speaking a password, or triggering the application of a coded decryption key, a form
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of “speech” that could be testimonial and legally privileged, or is it a form of “action,” like handing over a physical key, that in itself would not be considered testimonial speech? In the distinction between “privacy” and “testimony,” the courts must confront a basic, almost mystical question at the intersection of semantic theory, philosophy of information, and computer science.

Indeed, as the next two Sections suggest, this problem is not entirely unique to the Fifth Amendment context—it is a basic problem for the law in the information age. Courts have also wrestled with the question whether certain kinds of performative acts or instructions, including the operation of computer code, are protected under the First Amendment or are subject to statutory copyright protection. The First Amendment and copyright cases provide some additional context for our discussion of whether forced decryption should be considered “testimonial” under the Fifth Amendment.

C. “Speech” in the First Amendment Context

Not all conduct that arguably contains some expressive content is considered protected “speech” under the First Amendment. In Spence v. State of Washington, the Court addressed whether the modification (with a peace symbol) and upside-down display of an American flag in violation of a state flag desecration statute was a form of protected speech. In concluding that this conduct was protected speech, the court considered four factors: (1) whether the act is “sufficiently imbued with elements of communication”; (2) whether the “context in which a symbol is used . . . give[s] meaning to the symbol”; (3) whether “[a]n intent to convey a particularized message” is present; and (4) whether “in the surrounding circumstances the likelihood was great that the message would be understood by those who viewed it.”

As might be expected, slippery guidelines such as these have been notoriously difficult to apply. For example, in City of Dallas v. Stanglin, the Court considered whether a city ordinance that created “teenage” dance halls limited to persons between the ages of 14 and 18 violated the expressional association rights of those persons to associate with persons of other age groups. The Court declined to extend First Amendment protection to “recreational dancing.” According to Justice Rehnquist, “[i]t is possible to find some kernel of expression in almost
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every activity a person undertakes—for example, walking down the street or meeting one’s friends at a shopping mall—but such a kernel is not sufficient to bring the activity within the protection of the First Amendment.”

The nexus between an ordinary function not considered “speech,” such as walking to a shopping mall, and protected expression is particularly interesting in the context of computer code. The Supreme Court has never decided whether, or to what extent, computer code is a form of “speech” protected by the First Amendment, although some important federal appellate cases hold that computer code is a form of protected speech.

In Junger v. Daley, for example, the Sixth Circuit held that export control restrictions on encryption software potentially could violate the First Amendment. The court did not decide the merits, however, because the restrictions changed while the case was pending. And in Universal City Studios v. Corley, an important early case challenging the anti-circumvention provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, the Second Circuit held that computer code is a form of protected speech. According to the Second Circuit, “[c]ommunication does not lose constitutional protection as ‘speech’ simply because it is expressed in the language of computer code.” The court noted that “[i]f someone chose to write a novel entirely in computer object code by using strings of 1’s and 0’s for each letter of each word, the resulting work would be no different for constitutional purposes than if it had been written in English.”

The categories of being a “witness” against oneself under the Fifth Amendment and “speech” under the First Amendment obviously are not coextensive. Many “speech” acts for First Amendment purposes would not entail being a “witness” against one’s self (or, in the language of the modern case law, would not be “testimonial”). But if the relevant analogy is the lockbox key versus the lockbox combination, Junger and Corley seem potentially relevant. If computer code is merely functional and not expressive, it seems more like the lockbox key, whereas if computer code is expressive, it seems more like the combination.
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Copyright law is another analogous area for our discussion of speech, testimony, and computer code. Copyright protects original works that are fixed in a tangible medium of expression. U.S. copyright law has long recognized that computer code, including both human-readable source code and machine-readable object code, are “literary works” subject to copyright protection. However, copyright extends only to original expression and not to any “idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery.” The function of a computer program therefore is not susceptible to copyright protection.

The copyrightability of object code is particularly interesting for purposes of this Article. Computers operate using a binary language of 0’s and 1’s, called object code. The 0’s and 1’s represent states in a circuit: 0 is “off” and 1 is “on.” Human beings generally cannot write or interpret object code. Instead, human programmers employ a coding language, which produces source code. For example, some lines of source code instructing the system to produce a printout when the user responds affirmatively to a query might read:

```
<display>“Do you wish to print”
If <input> = “yes” then <print>
```

A program called a “complier” would translate this source code into object code, a sequence of 0’s and 1’s that would cause the computer to perform the specified functions.

If object code is compiled by computers and is not readable by humans, how can it comprise copyrightable subject matter? An early case involving player-pianos, White-Smith Music Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co., laid the foundation for later doctrine. The issue in White-Smith...
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was whether a player-piano roll was an infringing “copy” of the protected musical score.221 Player-pianos employed cylinders of paper with perforations that caused the device’s internal levers to play certain notes.222 The master “recording” of perforations was created when a person played the notes on a piano rigged to make the corresponding perforations in a blank roll.223 Human beings generally could not “write” or read these perforations.224

In White-Smith, Justice Day held that the rolls were not infringing “copies” under the 1907 Copyright Act.225 In a concurrence, Justice Holmes questioned why a machine-readable reproduction should not be considered a “copy,” but agreed that the question should be addressed to the legislature.226 The significance of the case for contemporary copyright doctrine is that the 1909 Copyright Act clarified that “mechanical reproductions” of music are protected “copies.” Then, the 1976 Copyright Act further clarified that a “copy” can include any “material object . . . in which a work is fixed . . . and from which the work can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.” Finally, the 1980 amendment based on the CONTU Report included computer programs within the definition of “copy.”227

For copyright purposes, then, human expression that is rendered by machines into a format readable only by machines remains protectable expression both in its human-readable and machine-only-readable form. This seems to extend the First Amendment principles regarding computer software discussed in Section III.B above. Even when there is an intermediate step of machine “translation,” the resulting information can be considered “expression,” at least for the purpose of copyright law. By analogy, using a password to unlock a decryption key so that a disk’s contents can be human-readable might represent a form of “testimonial” speech even though the mechanical process of “translation”—decryption—happens within the machine.

An interesting wrinkle in the copyright discussion of computer code is that the early cases describing how programming works—from source
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code, to a complier, to object code—are no longer entirely accurate.\textsuperscript{228} For some kinds of coding languages, the source code is not usually compiled into object code, but instead is executed by an “interpreter.”\textsuperscript{229} A common example is JavaScript, which is employed on many webpages and is interpreted and run by web browsers.\textsuperscript{230} Also, some programming environments, such as Microsoft Visual Basic, enable programmers to select and assemble pre-coded modules through a graphical user interface (GUI) instead of writing lines of source code.\textsuperscript{231} In these kinds of environments, there is perhaps an even closer link between the human-readable and machine-readable iterations of the work.

IV. ENCRYPTION, THE SIGN, AND THE SIGNIFIED: WHY DISCLOSURE OF PASSWORDS OR DECRYPTION KEYS IS NOT TESTIMONIAL

These analogies from First Amendment and copyright law highlight the difficulty of classifying computer code in semiotic terms. In these domains, computer code can be a form of protected expression because it is a kind of language. Like any other language, computer code is viewed in First Amendment and copyright law through a somewhat naïve semiotic lens as a kind of sign that points relatively straightforwardly to some intelligible human signification. But the more computer code moves towards basic functionality, the less likely it is to be protected by law.

In this light, the apparent relevance of First Amendment cases, such as \textit{Junger} and \textit{Corley}, to the Fifth Amendment context dims.\textsuperscript{232} In those cases, the speaker of computer code is the person who writes the code.\textsuperscript{233} An end user of encryption software does not write any code. The password that unlocks a device using full disk encryption is not itself computer code, but triggers the application of computer code when the decryption key is applied to the encrypted data in relation to the encryption algorithm.
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Similarly, copyright protects only original expression, not ideas, processes, methods, or systems of operation.\textsuperscript{234} This makes the issue of infringement interesting in computer software copyright cases. By definition, computer programs are designed to cause computers to perform some function. What aspect of computer code could be “expression” rather than an idea, process, method, or system of operation? In an infringement claim involving computer software, the court usually will seek to define various levels of “abstraction,” from lines of code to structure and logic to general function, in order to filter out elements that are unprotectable before comparing the protectable elements with the allegedly infringing program.\textsuperscript{235} As may be imagined, this is at best an imprecise exercise.

It is unlikely that an encryption key, algorithm, or related password could be considered protectable “expression” under any kind of abstraction-filtration-comparison analysis. The algorithm is a mathematical function, which can only be expressed in a particular way, and therefore is equivalent to the idea itself and is unprotectable under the “merger” doctrine.\textsuperscript{236} The form of the key is dictated by the function of the algorithm.

Things get interesting here, because a strong encryption algorithm must be capable of generating very large numbers of unique keys; otherwise, any given collection of encrypted data would be subject to brute force attack employing a defined set of keys. It is possible that, with a large number of possible variations, the merger doctrine might not eliminate copyright entirely. It is doubtful, however, that any person could be considered the “author” of a randomly generated key for copyright purposes.

Like the First Amendment analogy, the copyright analogy demonstrates the difficulty of determining what kind of communication inheres in computer code, and more particularly, in encryption algorithms, keys, and associated passwords. As with the First Amendment analysis, the immediate functionality of this form of expression suggests that it would not be legally protected under copyright law. The random nature of machine-generated keys further argues against copyrightability. There is an undefined point at which computer code is no longer a sign that points to something signified, similar to language or “speech,” but instead is a kind of “thing” in itself, similar to a tool, device, or key.
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This demonstrates that disclosure of an encryption algorithm or decryption key itself should not be viewed as testimonial “speech” under the Fifth Amendment. In semantic terms, handing over passwords and decryption keys is like handing over a physical key, even though speaking or typing a code accomplishes the act of “handing over.” If the content of some computer code could itself convey a message that might incriminate a person, the Fifth Amendment privilege should apply. But this is unlikely and does not apply at all to encryption algorithms or decryption keys. This kind of code does not convey any message. It has no semantic content and is entirely functional. The forced disclosure of a decryption key, then, should not in itself implicate the Fifth Amendment.

But what about the forced disclosure of a biometric identifier or password that is tied to full disk encryption? Biometric identifiers such as fingerprints seem closest to the kinds of acts of production the Fisher Court said are not testimonial, including “traditional” blood samples. Passwords seem different because they are “words,” or at least strings of characters. As with fingerprints, however, the pass-“words” or character strings tied to full disk encryption convey no semantic content. They are entirely functional. Disclosing the password is very much like the physical act of handing over the lockbox key; the decryption key is very much like the teeth on the lockbox key, which fit into the mechanical locking mechanism, and the encryption algorithm is very much like the mechanical locking mechanism on the strongbox lock.

This semantic analysis suggests that the “foregone conclusion” doctrine should be viewed in this context not as an “exception” to the Fifth Amendment privilege, but as a tool that helps clarify what kinds of technological acts fall on the side of “function” rather than “testimonial communication.” The cases that have ordered disclosure of passwords or encryption keys have found or assumed the action was testimonial but applied the foregone conclusion doctrine as an exception. The results in those cases were correct, but a more careful review of how passwords and biometric identifiers function in relation to encryption could strengthen the analysis.

In a few cases, courts have refused to apply the foregone conclusion doctrine to forced decryption based on the Eleventh Circuit’s reasoning in In re Subpoena Duces Tecum Dated March 25, 2011. Other courts should reject the Eleventh Circuit’s reasoning because, as the discussion of full disk encryption in Part I above demonstrates, that court made a fundamental mistake concerning the nature of encrypted computer
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“files.” The Eleventh Circuit panel’s failure to understand basic computer technology fatally undermines its legal analysis of both the non-testimonial nature of computer encryption keys or passwords and the “foregone conclusion” rule.

The Eleventh Circuit seemed to suggest that a computer “file” must contain semantically meaningful information—that the 0’s and 1’s must signify some meaningful concept.240 A “file,” however, is not a component of a “language.” A file is merely a kind of container, which may or may not hold documents encoded with some semantic meaning, and a computer “file” is simply any specific set of data stored on a computer.241 Therefore, the “random characters” placed on the hard drive by the TrueCrypt software were computer “files,” contrary to the court’s conclusion. Production of the encryption key or password would merely have allowed the government to decrypt those files that were more than random strings of characters, or at least to determine that none of the computer files contained meaningful information.242

The Eleventh Circuit’s misunderstanding of computer technology was compounded by its misplaced reliance on Justice Stevens’ opinion in Hubbell.243 Justice Stevens’ concern in Hubbell related to the requirement that the defendant comb through large numbers of documents and identify specific documents that might respond to the subpoena, when the government had no prior reason to believe that the documents might exist or be under the defendant’s control.244 In forced decryption cases, in contrast, the government already knows the hard drive or other computer storage device exists and is under the suspect’s control; that the hard drive or storage device is encrypted; and that the suspect possesses the password or key necessary for decryption. If the underlying concern is that the search warrant, subpoena, or other process used to obtain the hard drive or storage device was overly broad, that issue properly falls under
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the Fourth Amendment privacy domain. Disclosure of the password or decryption key only reveals facts about the suspect’s control over those functional items, not about what the encrypted storage media does or does not contain.

Consider the following example: a suspect in a tax fraud case admits that an unlocked filing cabinet in his office contains “files” that belong to him. The government obtains a grand jury subpoena requiring the suspect to turn over the file cabinet. The suspect argues that he should not be required to turn over the filing cabinet because this would comprise a testimonial admission concerning his control over the documents in the files. Under *Fisher*, this scenario clearly falls under the foregone conclusion exception.245

But what if the suspect argues that he should not be required to turn over the filing cabinet because all the files are empty—they are nothing but manila folders that contain no writing and no documents of any kind? This should utterly undermine, not support, any Fifth Amendment argument. If the defendant’s argument is truthful, he would be required to hand over some physical objects—a filing cabinet and some manila folders. Production of these physical items would not be considered testimonial under the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence, and the suspect’s possession and control of the items would be a foregone conclusion. The suspect might have an objection to the subpoena based on scope, burden, or relevance, but these are not Fifth Amendment privileges.

Assume further that the government believes the suspect is lying about the folders being empty. The government believes, correctly, that the folders contain records relating to the alleged tax fraud. Should the subpoena be quashed because both the existence and content of the documents could be incriminating given the suspect’s lie about the file cabinet’s contents? This would be an obviously incorrect, indeed bizarre, result. In response to a subpoena to produce files, a suspect would only need to claim the files are “empty” to be relieved of any obligation of production. The foregone conclusion exception would be gutted if it could be avoided through a simple lie.

Imagine instead that the suspect produces the physical file cabinet, which is filled with manila folders containing sheets of paper covered with seemingly random characters. The suspect admits that he employs a crude encryption system that uses a cardboard “mask” with cut outs in a pattern. When placed over the pages filled with seemingly random character strings, the mask will reveal only the letters intended to be read as part of a message. But the suspect claims that some or all of the files in this cabinet really contain only random characters, without any messages that could be revealed by the mask. In fact, this is part of the

genius of his filing system, because an unwanted inquirer would need to expend an enormous amount of time trying to discover which, if any, of the files contain pages with messages. It seems clear that the foregone conclusion doctrine would apply under these circumstances. There is no doubt that the file cabinet exists, that it contains files, that the files contain documents that may or may not convey meaningful semantic content, and that all of this is under the custody and control of the suspect. Turning over the files is an act of production, not of testimony.

In the example that opened this string of hypotheticals, we specified that the suspect’s file cabinet was unlocked. If the cabinet was locked, should that change the analysis of any of the hypotheticals under the foregone conclusion exception? In addition to the cabinet itself, the government must obtain the physical key or lock combination (depending on the kind of lock) from the suspect. The issue here is not what, if anything, the file cabinet contains, but rather whether the suspect possesses or knows the key or combination. Since the suspect admitted that he uses the cabinet to store “files,” regardless of what those “files” might contain, the suspect’s possession and control of the key or combination is a foregone conclusion. This suggests that the Third Circuit’s comment in Apple Macpro Computer was apt: the relevant testimony would be “I, John Doe, [have the key or] know the [combination] for [this filing cabinet].”" 246 Even more directly, if the suspect turned over the key or combination, this would comprise an act of surrender, not of testimony. Although both the teeth on the key and the characters in the combination function as types of code, neither are signs that signify any meaning beyond their function. The same is true of passwords and biometric identifiers that access decryption keys.

CONCLUSION

Encryption is an ancient technology that has become widely available and enormously powerful in the computer age. It is both necessary to contemporary life and dangerous. While encryption enables free commerce and free speech, it also allows criminals an uncrackable safe haven—a kind of digital Tortuga for online piracy. 247 Courts now regularly must decide whether compelled disclosure of passwords or decryption keys violates the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. Neither a password, nor a biometric identifier that activates a decryption algorithm, nor the algorithm itself, comprises testimonial speech. Handing over a password, biometric identifier, or decryption key is akin to handing over a physical key, which is not

ordinarily a testimonial act under the Supreme Court’s Fifth Amendment jurisprudence. The foregone conclusion doctrine should be employed in these cases not as an exception to the Fifth Amendment privilege, but to clarify that compelled decryption is an act of production and not a testimonial act. Courts that have held otherwise have not properly understood what encryption is or what it does.